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Paving the road for practical and continuous
luminance distribution measurements
Thijs Kruisselbrink

BUILDING LIGHTING GROUP

Introduction
• Part of the multidisciplinary project: OptiLight - Mathematical

Optimizations for human centric lighting.

• The luminance distribution provides information on various

important lighting quality aspects and is therefore useful for

human centric lighting control systems (Chapter 1).

• Luminance distribution measurements are not practical and

continuous.

The Bee-Eye
• We developed a practical and autonomous luminance

distribution measurement device: the Bee-Eye (Chapter 2).

• Spectral match (𝑓1
′) of the image sensor has been optimized using

two theoretical and validated optimizations (Chapter 3).

Practical Recommendations
• Practical implementation of luminance cameras is not

straightforward, especially for long-term measurements.

Three distinct practical aspects have been identified, which aim to

deal with these issues (Chapter 4).

• Spatial Resolution, Computational costs & Privacy

• Resolution can be reduced significantly (440x330)

• Temporal Resolution, Computational costs & Privacy

• DFTs to find suitable interval

• Measurement position, Interference & Privacy

• Ceiling-based measurements are a feasible solution

Applications

The Bee-Eye (Blue) has been applied in two alternative

luminance-based control systems (A&B) using DALI (Chapter 6).

System A determines the exact dimming level of the luminaires,

while System B picks the most suitable scene. The illuminance is

monitored to assess the performance of both systems.
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